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Individuals engaged in creative endeavors are rarely satisfied with
the end results, particularly in a major undertaking that requires a
close harmony of teamwork involving numerous consultants. The new
physical plant for the recently created School of Law at Texas Tech
University is a facility that will come very close to perfection in my
opinion. Having a small part in giving birth to this structure which will
be the environment where many young men and women will receive
their initial training in law has been the most rewarding experience in
my professional career. To arrive at this point has meant the hurdling
of many obstacles, which is to be expected, but this has been
overshadowed by the great contributions made by all those who had a
part in transforming the dream into a reality. It is a privilege to be
asked to record A Campus Architect Looks at a New Law School,
even though I, like most other members of my profession, struggle with
journalistic assignments.

All too often the ultimate users of a new campus facility, be it
academic or nonacademic, are not available during the planning
period. Fortunately, such was not the case in the instance of the new
Texas Tech Law School, and it was a distinct pleasure to meet Dean
Richard B. Amandes for the first time in the spring of 1966 at the
relatively new School of Law, of the University of Utah in Salt Lake
City. This was even before the dean arrived for his appointment on the
Tech campus from the University of California, Hastings College of
the Law in San Francisco. I could tell from the very outset that we
were in for an exciting planning experience with a young, aggressive,
and dynamic new dean.

Earlier we had received some narrative criteria from Dean
Amandes, prepared while he was still in California. These criteria were
transmitted to our office by the Tech administration as a starting
point, and it was refreshing to find that they were comprehensive and
that the architectural terminology was superior to what we normally
expect from persons outside our profession. Later we learned that the
dean's father had been an architect.

Our visit in the Utah School of Law was planned research at the
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beginning, not so much to pick up ideas but to learn what other deans
and administrators would do differently, after having occupied a new
facility for a few years. We also toured the Law School at the
University of Illinois, and Dean Amandes spent the summer of 1966
visiting many other institutions.

Another great planning tool available to us at the outset was
provided by the Association of American Law Schools and consisted
of an extensive analysis of existing law schools in America. Schematic
floor plans of approximately 30 existing law schools and schools, under
construction made it possible for us to analyze a variety of law school
designs. Also furnished along with these floor plans were numerous 35-
mm. color slides taken at different schools by Professor Charles Kelso,
now of the Indiana University Law School in Indianapolis; the slides
when shown in proper sequence were discussed in a mimeographed
narrative that explained the good and bad features found at each
school. In several instances we followed up with detailed inquiries if we
felt it was important to do so.

For the same reasons stated above about having the users of the
facility available during the planning, it was most helpful that early in
the selection of the staff for the new school Professor U.V. Jones was
brought to campus as Law Librarian. We quickly learned:

The library is for the lawyer the basic tool of his trade. It is the
source of the data to which his scholarship is applied. Because of the
nature of legal materials, the law library is used in a manner much
different from that in which most other academic libraries are used.
And because the library is the source of raw material of the law, a
law library is probably used both more extensively and intensively
than most other academic libraries.'

We then proceeded throughout the summer of 1966 with schematic
layouts designed to determine gross square footages, budgets, etc., for
the purpose of filing for federal matching funds.

As campus architects, we learned in dealing with other projects
that there was a strong desire to mold many new facilities into high-
rise elements using very little valuable land. We were urged to plan a
library that would fall into this category. Professor Jones convinced
our office that a library no more than three floors in height was
impractical to use efficiently, and we did settle eventually on a four-
level library. Mr. Jones' background helped us tremendously and later
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assisted the project architects greatly in a layout that we believe will
provide maximum efficiency. As we moved ahead in the planning, we
nestled the faculty offices against the library and feel the plan is
superior to those in many established schools of law because of the
proximity of all elements to persons using them.

The dean was instructed by the administration of the University
to plan a facility which would accommodate growth through 1975 (a
board-established policy for all new academic facilities). It was very
helpful to receive official confirmation that the student body would be
between 550 and 600 students and that the number of volumes in the
library would be 190,000.

It is only natural that those persons charged with administering
an overall building program for a university require justification of all
assignable square feet in order to see that available funds will go as
far as possible. We were under this scrutiny throughout the planning
and accepted the ground rules with patience. Since this facility
represents the first fully graduate professional school on campus, the
dean, his staff, and our office needed convincing arguments to
accompany many of the requests for specialized spaces. The
multipurpose space or what is now named the Forum and adjacent area
for concession machines and lunch tables was a case in point. Because
law students generally enter the building in the early hours of the
morning and remain in this single facility the entire day and because
their activities many times extend into the evening hours, we were
convinced that this multipurpose space for study, a place to gather for
lively discussions between formal classes, as well as an assembly room
for large gatherings, was totally justified. Such a space was difficult to
sell, but we are pleased to know that it will be provided in the new
school in an appropriate scale and with appropriate furnishings. It is
situated in the very core of the building, with the classrooms, seminar
rooms, practice courtroom, library, and faculty offices around its
perimeter.

The planning of the practice courtroom within this facility has an
interesting history. At the outset a number of the decision-makers
within the administration felt very strongly that this space should
resemble closely the courtrooms found in most West Texas
courthouses. We know that the courtroom of tomorrow will change
considerably (in fact we have begun to see evidence of change) to take
advantage of new construction materials, new sound and lighting
systems, as well as a new awareness of aesthetic qualities. The
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American Bar Association and the American Institute of Architects
are cooperating at this very time on a study of the ways the physical
environment of a courtroom can be improved, but this report is not
yet available.

The semicircular plan we have designed with a carpeted, sloping
floor in the audience area and upholstered seating was a formulation
of our thinking. It contains a flexible area for counsel and a bench to
accommodate a single-judge trial, as well as a three-judge appellate
court. This met with considerable resistance when shown in floor plan
configuration only, so we constructed a small scale model to "sell the
issue." Once seen in three dimensions it was accepted readily, and the
dean and I were quite relieved. All who have seen it since it has been
constructed are pleased even before the furnishings are provided.
Additionally there was a desire on our part to allow students passing
the courtroom on the first and second levels going to and from their
classes to observe the courtroom daily through large glass openings.
This design would also provide overflow seating areas on special
occasions. Again we met considerable resistance until we demonstrated
that the presiding judge could, by a pushbutton at the bench, provide
privacy for the court proceedings by the use of electrically operated
draperies over the glass areas.

In late summer of 1966 approval was obtained for the schematic
plans and the basic criteria to make it possible to forward the matching
fund application. Matching funds were not available, as we had
suspected, and detailed programming continued. We worked closely
with the Law School faculty, which was growing every month, and the
dean made it a point to receive comments from each ultimate user of
the facility. We maintained a very pleasant relationship throughout this
period, and with this kind of cooperation we were able to glean details
about the individual requirements in faculty offices and detailed criteria
about every space. Discussions on lighting and mechanical systems,
locker rooms, custodial spaces, and restroom facilities were held, and
we came forth with a formal program approved by the administration
and ready to be transmitted to a project architect.

We were very pleased when the Board of Directors accepted the
recommendation of the Campus Planning Committee to obtain the
services of Harrell & Hamilton of Dallas as project architects. This
firm has for many years enjoyed a reputation for sensitive design, with
particular emphasis on excellent interior scale solutions, as well as on
functional details. This firm went to work with enthusiasm and came
back in the spring of 1967 with an exciting concept. Using a series of
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ingenious "interior traffic" studies, the project architects clearly
convinced the Campus Planning Committee that the Law School did
not lend itself to a high-rise facility as earlier schematics had indicated.
The classrooms, seminar rooms, courtrooms, and locker rooms were
shown surrounding the Forum on three sides at two levels,, with the
library and faculty offices stacked in four levels on the remaining
perimeter. This meant the incorporation of only one minor elevator for
handicapped persons and library functions.

The floor plans adopted include a circulation corridor completely
around the Forum which connects all areas. This corridor is wider with
great scale in areas where, the traffic is dense and narrower otherwise.
Further, to create an exciting scale the project architects proposed that
the second-floor level of the corridor take on a balcony effect at some
points, thus providing a full two-story height in many areas. This
actually aids the acoustical quality of otherwise noisy space at each
level and introduces an unusual visual experience from above and
below, as one moves about from area to area.

The concept presented and adopted makes use of a minimum of
different building materials. It provides for exterior face brick on most
of the interior wall surfaces, exposes the roof structural system as a
ceiling (reinforced concrete in a deep "egg crate" pan system), and
embodies the use of red brick pavers in an informal fan pattern on the
floor. The facility is honest in its simplicity. Also by exposing the
structural elements it was possible to incorporate carpeted floors in the
teaching spaces within the established budget.

The exposed structural system for a ceiling meant the elimination
of attic spaces and created the need for an alternate method to route
the air conditioning and heating supply and return ducts in the central
core. A very thick cavity wall system around the Forum and related
lunch room was planned, and these numerous mechanical devices are
concealed very cleverly. In addition, a unique lighting and sound
system has been integrated into the deep, recessed egg crates in the
structural roof system.

Fortunately, not many months before the planning of the Law
School reached the design development stage, the new administration
at the University established a policy recognizing the value of interior
design services in academic facilities. Harrell & Hamilton have, within
their organization, a very capable interior design staff which
participated in furniture layouts, color coordination, and selection of
materials early in the design process when it is most important. We
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have long felt that "total design" must include these talents applied to
the interior. It is gratifying that this project enjoyed the participation
of these designers. Many months were spent in the selection of all fixed
and movable items of furniture, in order that quality of construction,
aesthetic acceptability, scale, and color compatibility were observed.

Even the selection of such accessory items as lamps, wall hangings,
area rugs, and interior graphics fell under the supervision of the interior
designer. This means that even the smallest detail will be handled in
good taste. Too often this is not the case in a state-supported academic
facility.

Upon approval of the design development stage which was
concluded in January 1968, the project architects began the
construction documents including detailed specifications for bidding
purposes. Time and again during this period the mechanical, electrical,
and structural consultants reviewed their work with the campus
physical plant staff, the Law School faculty, and my office to make
certain the bidding documents included all desired criteria. Plans and
specifications were issued for competitive bidding in June 1968, and
bids were opened on July 9, 1968. After minor negotiations, the
contract was awarded to H.A. Lott, Inc. of Houston in the amount of
$2,451,902 by action of the Board of Directors.

Those of us involved in the building program at the University
were very pleased that this particular contractor was the successful low
bidder. Under resident vice president Homer H. May, this
organization, which has been responsible for over $25 million worth of
recent construction on the Texas Tech campus, has impressed us with
its thoroughiess and ability to adhere to time schedules. This means
so very much today in the successful completion of a multimillion-
dollar facility and further attests to the earlier statement with respect
to the significant teamwork effort this project has enjoyed. There have
been several changes as construction proceeded, but they have been
minimal for a structure of this magnitude.

Completion of construction coincides with publication of this
article, with arrival of furniture following shortly. Landscape design
extends major distances in all directions and includes service drives,
walks, exterior lighting, and proper selection of plant materials.

Occupancy of this most functional and aesthetically distinctive
building for the School of Law at Texas Tech University is scheduled
in the early part of 1970. A significant formal opening ceremony is
planned; it will be a great day for the many persons who, with great
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care, played a major part in seeing this concept unfold into a reality.
The professions of law and architecture cannot help being proud of this
new environment.

1. Aerial photograph showing Texas Tech's Law School Building as it appeared in the
summer of 1969. The main entrance faces the parking lot.
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2. Architect's sketch of the Courtroom.

3. Architect's sketch of the Forum.(Sketches courtesy of Harrell & Hamilton.)
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